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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Statement of the Problem 
The purpose of this survey and job analysis was to deter-
mine how well the clerical practice course of t he business 
education curriculum of the Somerville Hi gh School, Somerville, 
Massachusetts, had prepared the 1952-19.53 graduates for t h eir 
initial jobs and to study the i mplications of the findings for 
curriculQm revision. 
Analysis of the Problem 
In order to accomplish the purposes for which this job 
analysis and survey were made, answers to the following ques-
tions were sought: 
1., What were the sources from which the clerical practice 
department graduates secured their initial jobs? 
2. What was the nature of the positions and the duties 
performed in the positions held by the graduates? 
3. Were the g raduates employed in the kinds of positions 
for which they received training in high school? 
4. Vfuat was the initial salary without deductions earned 
by the graduates? 
5. Which subjects taken in high school were of the most 
value to the graduates in their work? 
6. VVhat subjects might be added to the high school busi-
ness education curriculum as shown by the needs of the graduates? 
7• How many graduates attended schools of higher learning 
after graduation from high . school? 
8. Was study beyond high school in the field of business? 
9. What subjects mieht be added to the high school cleri-
cal practice course as snown by the needs of the graduates? 
Justification of the Problem 
Educational authorities recognize that the responsibility 
of the school does not end with the graduation of its students. 
Dame1 , writing on the business education program in the 
secondary school, made the following statement: 
Schools providing vocational preparation for 
business have not fulfilled their complete respon-
sibility to their pupils if they do not follow their 
students on the job •••• 
Follow-up is more than a paper study, however; 
it should be a continuous function. The purposes of 
follow-up studies may be summarized as follows: 
1. Assisting those prepared in business subjects 
to make satisfactory job adjustments 
2. Furnishing a basis for remedial work as 
carried on in evening or part-time courses 
3. Furnishing a basis for analyzing the need 
for courses that lead to job promotion and 
the development of in-service courses of 
this type 
1name, J. Frank, "There is an Adequate Selection, Guid-
ance, Placement, and Follow-up Plan," The Bulletin of the 
National Association of Secondary Scho~Princ1pais-,-vOT7 33, 
No. 165, November, 19~, p. 6j. 
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4• Serving as a background in determining desirable 
types of training 
5. Helping to determine the degree to which the 
vocational business-training program is either 
strong or weak in meeting the needs of the com-
munity 
6. Assembling information about possible jobs as 
well as successes and failures in jobs. 
The remarks of Kunhardt1 are significant and applicable to 
present-day trends: 
An effective teaching job can best be done when the 
business teacher is aware of the specific skills, knowl-
edge, work habits, and business procedures the business 
graduate needs to know to do his job successfully and to 
advance to a higher position. During the war years medi-
ocre training of business graduates was necessarily 
accepted, but in todayrs competitive labor market, the 
hign school graduate must be able to meet more rigorous 
job requirements than before. 
This follow-up study oft he graduates of the clerical 
practice course of the Somerville Hi gh School has been made 
to determine (1) the extent to wh ich the graduates have been 
successful in securing positions in which t h ey use the skills 
and knowledges acquired during their high school training and 
(2) the degree to which these skills and knowledges are used 
in their work in the business world. 
Delimitation of the Problem 
This study was limited to t he graduates of the clerical 
practice course of the Somerville High School for the years 
1952 and 1953. 
1Kunhardt, Barbara H., "A Follow-Up Study of the Business 
Graduates of the Classes of 1945, 1946, and 1947 of the Roger 
Ludlowe High School, Fairfield, Connecticut," Master's Thesis, 
Boston University, 1950, P• 4. 
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Drop-outs of the clerical practice course were not included 
in this study. 
Organization of Chapters 
The statement of t he nature of the problem is presented in 
Chapter I. Chapter II explains the background of the study and 
contains a description of Somerville, Massachusetts, the area 
where the study was made. In Chapter III is found a review of 
related literature pertaining to other studies that have been 
made of follow-up studies. Chapter IV describes the procedure 
followed in formulating and carrying out plans of study. 
Chapter V presents the data from the survey report forms, 
tabul a ted, analyzed, and interpreted. In Chapter VI a summary 
of the findings of the study is formulated. 
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CHAPTER II 
BACKGROUND OF THE STUDY 
Somerville, Massachusetts, is bounded on the east by Boston, 
on the south b y Cambridge, on the west by Arling ton, and on the 
north by Medford. Somerville, orig inally a part of Boston, was 
established as a town in 1842 with a population of 1,013 and 
incorporated as a city in 1872. Since .that time it has increased 
in population so t ::,.a t it is the most densely populated city f or 
its s i ze in t h e United States, 102,254 people living in 4.2 
square miles. 
There are 125 industries in Some rville, employing approxi-
mately 6 ,500. The leading types of manufacture are auto assembly, 
bakery products, dairy food products, meat packing , paper boxes, 
and women's s h oes. There are opportunities for employment not 
only in Somerville but t h roughout the entire Metropolitan Area. 
Tne high school was first opened in 1 852. At that time the 
school was known as t h e Latin Hi gh School, and it was established 
with an enrollment of 66 pupils. The master of the h i gh school 
instructed youth for university entrance. In 1895 another h i gh 
school was opened, which was known as the En glish Hi gh School . 
At that time busine ss education subjects we re introduced in the 
school system. In 1 911 t h e two high schools were consolidated 
and took the name of the Somerville Hi gh School. 
In the year following the union of the Latin and English 
High Schools, 1912, there was an enrollment of approximately 
2,000 pupils. The building was very crowded and could accom-
modate the students only by a two-session plan. Partial relief 
was secured in 1913 by the addition of 30 rooms, and at the same 
time an auditorium was added seating 1,400 pupils. 
In 1915 junior high schools were established in the Somer-
ville school system, the high school was changed to a three-year 
school, and its name changed to the Somerville Senior High 
School. This afforded temporary relief, but by 192~- the enroll-
ment was again several hundred beyond the normal capacity of the 
building. 
A plan was adopted in 1927 for the enlargement and improve-
ment of the High School building and for a gymnasium. This work 
was completed in 1930, and as a result the school has accommoda-
tions for 3,000 pupils. 
Somerville High School is a gene ral high school whi ch pre -
sents curriculum offerings adapted to the educational needs of 
all youth of the community. The faculty comprises 130 teachers, 
including a headmaster, two vice headmasters , and three heads 
of courses. The student body is heterogeneous, being composed 
of students with individual differences as to educational achieve-
ment, physical limitation, emotional stability, and social, racial, 
and economic backgrounds. 
Three courses of study offered to the students are the 
college preparatory curriculum; the general curriculum, which 
includes academic, household arts, or manual training; and the 
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business education curriculum. The business education curricu-
lum prepares pupils to enter business directly from high school. 
There are four departments: bookkeeping, clerical practice, 
stenography, and retail distribution. Each is a complete three-
year course, and is adapted to pupils who have aptitude for and 
skill in the major they select. 
In addition to the required subjects in the business educa-
tion curriculum, t h ere is an opportunity for electives that g ive 
pupils a cultural as well as a vocational background. This 
course of study prepares pupils for positions as bookkeepers, 
clerks , office machine operators, stenographers, t yp ists, and 
general office workers. 
The business education program, as it was offered during 
the 1952 and 1953 years, was as follows: 
English 
Physical Education 
E conomic Geography 
Business Records 
Sophomore Year 
Choose one of the following: 
World History 
Biology 
Algebra 
Foreign I.ane;uage 
English 
Physical Education 
Occupations 
United States History 
Typewriting 
Junior Year 
Choose one of t h e following : 
Bookkeeping 
Clerical Practice 
Stenography 
Retailing (Principles and Practices) 
Recitations 
--··-
5 
2 
~ 
4 
5 
5 
5 
Recitations 
5 
2 
1 
4 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
Points 
---
5 
1 
4 
5 
4 
5 
5 
5 
Points 
5 
1 
1 
41 22 
5 
5 
5 
5 
7 
Senior Year 
Subject 
English 
Business Organization 
Choose A, B, c, or D. 
A. 
Bookkeeping 
Law 
Office Machines 
Typewriting or 
Algebra 
B. 
Clerical Practice 
Law 
Typewriting 
c. 
Stenography 
Transcription 
Office Machines 
Secretarial Training 
D. 
Re tail Distribution 
-t:-plus store work 
Subject 
Choral Practice 
Music Appreciation 
Music Theory 
Art 
Art App reciation 
Me chanical Drawing 
Home Nursing and First Aid 
Lip Reading 
Banking 
Electives 
Recitations 
5 
2i-
J: 2-2 
5 
5 
5 
21,· 2 
5 
5 
5 2.1. r 2-z 
10* 
Recitations 
1 
1 
2 
2 
1 
2 
1 
1 
2 
2 
Points 
5 
2! 
1 
2! 
5 
5 
2i-
21. 2 
5 2.1. 2 
1 
2! 
15 
Points 
1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
.1. 
2 
1 
The sophomores and juniors must elect at least nineteen points 
and the seniors, eighteen points. The satisfactory completion 
of 56 points is required for gradua tion. 
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The clerical practice cou r s e p repares t h e studen t to fill 
successfully an initial p osition in business as a general office 
worker. It provides a basic trai ning in business proce dures and 
s k ills which will help t h e stu dent to qualify as a junior clerk 
in a civil service examination or as a general office clerk in 
business. In the j unior y e a r t h e clerical p ractice cou rse con-
tinues and broadens t h e basic p r i nciples learned in business 
records, includ ing arithmetic, b u siness papers, and p re p aration 
for t h e operation of business ma chines. Training is g iven in 
v a rious job s common to j unior clerk s, including a review of 
arithmetic, business p apers, the h andling of money, payroll pro-
cedures, mail-room activities,and filing . Clerical practice in 
t h e senior year reviews, int e ns ifies, and e x ten ds proce dure s 
already le a rned, a nd training is g iven in t h e fundame ntals of 
t h e operation of many business machines, including calculators, 
listing mac~ine s , _ bookkeeping mach ines, duplicators, and tran-
scribing mach ines. The pres ent e quipment includes the following : 
16 Burroughs Key-Driven Calcu lators 
10 Comp tometers, Key Driven 
1 Reming ton Rand Bookkeeping Machine 4 Dictaphones 
3 Ediphones 
2 Soundscribers 
Full Keyboa rd Listing Machines: 
1 Allen Wales, Hand Driven 
1 Burroughs, Electric 4 Burroughs, Hand Driven 
2 Monroe, Electric 
Ten Key Listing Mach ines: 
5 Re ming ton, Electric 
2 Remington~ Hand Driven 
1 Sunstrand; Electric 
1 Sunstrand, Hand Driven 
9 
Rotary Calculators: 
2 March ant, El e ctric 
2 Iviarchant, Han d Dr i ven 
1 Monroe; Electric 
2 Monroe, Hand Driven 
Type writers: 
2 El e ctric, l I. ·B. M., 1 Royal 
10 Royal, Standar d Carriage 
1 Royal, Long Carriage 
1 Roy al, Porta ble 
1 Smith Corona, Standard 
4 Mi meographs, 1 Electric, 3 Hand Driven 
1 Ditto 
The cou rse of instruc t ion i n t h e operation of t h e comptometers 
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and Burroughs calculators is taught by the battery p l an. The course 
consists of 20 we e k s of instruction (100 h ours) in the v a rious 
phases of operation, such as, adding , subtracting , and multiplying . 
Th e various oth er calculating and adding machines, together 
with t he b ookkee p ing ma chines, are in a second room, and t h e tran-
scribing and duplica ting mach ine s are set up in a t h ird room. 
Th ese mach ines are tauv 1t on t h e rotary plan. 
Somerville Hi gh School has six typewriting classroo~s, which 
are e quipped wi th a total of 1 80 type writers. 
During t h e years 1952 a nd 1953 t h e ave rage student enrollment 
was 2200. Of t h is n umbe r a pprox i mately 60 per cent were in t h e 
business education curricu lmn. The clerica l p ractice de partment 
had a student enrollment of ~-05 students, which was 18 p el"' c e nt 
of t h e sch ool enrollment. 
II 
CHAPTER III 
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 
This chapter includes a review of related studies con-
cerned with surveys of high school business g raduates within 
the New England area which have been conducted within the past 
five years. 
1 The purposes of the Ryan study made in 1949 were to 
determine the activities most commonly performed by high s~hool 
graduates in beginning office ' jobs and whether school prepara-
tion was adequate for reasonable satisfactory job adjustme.nt in 
the opinion of the graduates. 
This information was obtained by means of a survey report 
and check list. One hundred and thirty-four of the 150 business 
graduates responded to the questionnaire. 
From this survey it was found that: 
1. Duties and office activities of a general clerical 
nature far outnumbered the specialized type of 
activities in both number anddegree of frequencies. 
2. Typing and filing activities were the most numerous 
and most commonly advocated for school training by 
the graduates. 
J. The office machines most frequently used were the 
Burrough's adding machine, the Nionroe , and the 
Compto~eter. Addition was perfo~ned much more 
frequently t han any other process on the Comptom-
eter. 
lRyan, Mary A., "A Job-Activity Analysis and Follow-Up 
Study of the 1946, 1947, 1948 Business Department Graduates of 
Nashua High School, Nashua, New Hampshire," Mas ter's Thesis, 
Boston University, 1949, p. 72. 
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6. 
Duplicating machine operation was not required on 
very many be ginning office jobs although preparation 
for this type of work received major emphasis in the 
high school training program at the time of the 
study. 
Answering the telephone, meeting callers, office 
housekeeping, and composing letters at the type-
writer were activities which rated high in the list 
of frequently performed office activities although 
these did not receive major emphasis in high school 
at the time this study was made. Preparation for 
these activities should be provided by the school 
in the opinion of the majority of the graduates. 
While manufacturing types of business and large 
business offices employed the greatest number of 
high school business course graduates, employment 
was obtained in a wide variety of office and 
business concerns. 
Very few responses indicated that office activities 
tend to be specialized in the local community. 
The recommendations made as a result of this study were: 
teachers of typewriting should try to develop a high degree 
of s k ill in the followlng t yping activities which are called 
for most frequently on the job: filling in printed forms, 
addressing envelopes, folding and inserting letters into 
envelopes, copying from handwriting and rough draft material, 
typing bills and invoices, handling multiple carbon packs, 
typing tabulated and statistical work, and typing manuscripts 
and reports. Filing alphabetically by name, preparing material 
for filing , numerical . filing , keeping follow-up file, and 
cross referencing should be stressed in school preparation. 
Provision should also be made for training in answering the 
telephone. 
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A study based on the activities most frequently performed 
by high school graduates was conducted by Thatcher1 in 1950. 
Data sheets and check lists were sent to 157 graduates of 
Gardner High School. One hundred fifty-one, or 95 per cent, 
responded. 
The results of this study showed that typing activities, 
the majority of the stenographic and secretarial activities, 
and the majority of the filing activities ranked in the upper 
half for total frequency of performance. The bookkeeping 
activities ranked in the lower half as far as the total fre-
quency of performance was conce rned. The ten office activi-
ties which ranked highest in total frequency of performance 
were: alphabetic filing by name, answering the telephone, 
filling in printed forms, addressing envelopes, handling 
telephone calls for employer, copying from handwriting, using 
Bu r roughs adding machine, folding letters and inserting into 
envelopes, looking up correspondence, and doing tabulation and 
statistical work. 
Toner2 conducted a follow-up study in which he contacted 
525 graduates of Arling ton High School. Replies were received 
from 475, or 90.5 per cent, of the graduates. 
The replies indicated that high sch ool is terminal educ.a-
tion for the majority, a ma jority of the graduates were employed . 
1Thatcher Carolyn A., "A Job-Activity Analysis and Follow-
Up Study of 1947, 1948, and 1949 Graduates of the Business Depart-
ment of Gardner Hi gh School, Gardner, Massachusetts,n Master's 
Thesis, Boston University, 195.0, p. 78. 
2Toner, James John, "A Follow-Up Study of the 1947-1950 
Graduates of the Business Department of the Arlington High 
School," Master's Thesis, Boston University, 1951, p. lOB. 
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in office-type positions, 90 .8 per cent of those working were 
doing office-type work , and 90.5 per cent of those in office-
type positions were with their original employers. 
To better serve the needs of the graduates, Toner recom-
mended that the bookkeeping course be limited to two years, 
that more training be given in merchandising and personality 
development, and that business organization and economic geog-
raphy courses be revised to suit the needs of the students. 
The Cox1 study was undertaken to determine how well the 
business curriculum in effect at the Mount Pleasant High 
School, Providence, Rhode Island, had prepared the 1949-1954 
stenographic graduates for success and proper adjustment in 
their initial employment. Of the 197 questionnaires sent out, 
178, or 90.3 per cent, were co:mpleted and returned. 
The following results were obta ined from the report: 
1. The responses indicated that 156 of the graduates, 
or 87.6 per cent, were employed at the time of 
the survey. 
2. The occu~ational survey showed that 57 graduates 
were employed as secretaries and 63 were in steno-
graphic jobs. The remaining 36 were employed in 
clerical positions. 
3. A check on the employment of the graduates revealed 
that the former students were employed by a wide 
range of industries, including insurance companies, 
jewelry manufacturers, national, state, and city 
governments, local banks, medical profession, and 
various manufacturing and professional offices in 
the local area . · 
4. Most of the applicants were required to take some 
kind of' examination for initial employment. The 
most frequent test administered was transcription, 
followed by intelligence and arithmetic. 
1 Cox, Rosella Veronica, "A Study of Employment and 
Educational Experiences of' the 1949-1954 Stenographic Graduates 
of Mount Pleasant Hi gh School, Providence, F.hode Island," 
Master's Thesis, Boston University, 1954, p. 61. 
I 
\':> 
5. 
The 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4-
In evaluating the subjects taken in high school t h at 
proved useful in employment, typewriting led the list, 
with shorthand as second choice, and English third. 
Secretarial practice, filing, bookkeeping, ma thematics, 
and calculating mach ines were other subjects which 
gradua t es found useful. 
Cox1 study resulted in the following recommendations: 
Permission to work in the main ·office in the s chool 
with switchboard training should definitely b e 
included in the course. 
The twelfth year shorthand and typewriting classes 
should be incorporated into one two-period tran~ 
scription class where t he previously acquired 
abilities in typewriting , shorthand, and English 
may be blended into t he single skill of tran-
scription. 
A business ari t h..m.etic review class should be made 
available for future clerks and stenographers before 
they leave high school. 
Stenographic students should visit business offices 
in order to observe actual business procedure in 
operation. 
5. A broad general educat i on as well as one i mportant 
major vocational skill shoutd be the aim of the 
Business Education Department of Mount Pleasant 
High School for each of its graduates. 
6. Definite standards for graduation and placement 
should be established and adhered to, and the 
administrators should be encouraged to continue 
to maintain high standards for business graduates. 
7. Business teachers should be encouraged to have varied 
work experiences in order to acquire new procedures 
and to keep abreast of changing trends in actual 
business methods·. 
2 The following recommendations were made by Bronstein 
as a result of a study based on the specific duties performed 
1 Ibid., P• 67. 
2Bronstein, Joseph E., "A Follow-Up Study of the 1949 
and 1950 Business Graduates of Manchester Central Hi gh School, 
Manchester, New Hampshire," Master's Thesis, Boston University, 
1951, P• 55. 
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by t h e g raduates of Manchester Ce n tral Hi gh Sch ool, Manch es t er, 
Ne w Hamp s h ire, engaged in office occup ations: 
1. Typewriting studen ts sh ould devel op a h igh de g ree 
of skill in those activities which are required 
most frequently on t he job, s u ch a s filling in 
printed forms, typing reports, addressing envelopes, 
t yping bills and invoices, and typ ing for duplicating 
work. 
2. More attent i on sh ould be g iven to judg ing correct 
s pacing and placement of letters. 
3. Typewriting students s h ould be given more opportunity 
to type business forms u sed in the community. 
4. Students should be trained to work under pressure. 
5. Students in typewriting sh ould be g iven mor e p ractice 
in t yp ing fi gures. 
6. Gre a ter emphasis should be placed on spelling , punctua-
tion, and g rammar. 
7. Training in t h e use of t h e adding machine should e mpha-
size s k ill in addition. 
8. Students should visi t business offices to see business 
in operation. 
9. Some provision should be made for tra i ning in proper 
telephone techni que in the office. 
10. The filing act i vities that s h ould be stressed in 
sch ool preparation are p repar i n g material for filing 
a n d filing alph abetically by name. 
In 1952, Roche1 sent a questionnaire to 150 business men 
in t h e Ne w Be dford, Massachusetts, area. The following are 
some worth-while da ta from the viewpoint of t h e e mploy er: 
1. Honesty was the most i mportant re quirement ~or 
advancement in business, with accuracy considered 
next in importance. 
l Roche, Cath erin e E., "Surve y of 80 New Bedford Business 
Firms and a Job-Activity Analy sis of Employees in Selected 
New Bedford Business," Master's Thesis, Boston Unive rsity, 
1952, P• 125. 
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2. The most common deficiencies noted in new employees 
were failure to check work for accuracy, lack of 
ability to compose letters, lack of initiative, lack 
of interest i n ~ork, and l ack of willingness t o cio 
"little extras~~ 
3· Only 18, or 23 per cent, of the respondents indicated 
that their firms used employment tests. 
4. Thirty-six per cent of the firms were willing to 
supply speakers for students in the business course, 
and 51 per cent were willing to take part in a co-
operative job-training program whereby students 
could have on-the-job experience while still in 
school. 
5. Seventy-four of the 80 respondents considered 
appearance to be the most important consideration 
in hiring new employees, and nine of these added 
the notation that the impression made during the 
personal interview was the determining factor. 
Roche'~findings rel ative to job activities were as 
follows: 
1. The majority of the stenographic duties ranked in 
the upper half of total frequencies of performance. 
2. All but four of the typing activities ranked in the 
upper half of total frequencies of performance, 
which is indica~ive of the importance of typewriting. 
3. The office machines most frequently used by respond-
ents were the Monroe calculator and the Sundstrand 
lister, both hand driven and electrically driven. 
4. Filing, typing, and general office activities were 
way ahead of the more specialized activities of 
stenography and bookkeeping. Of the 95 office 
activities with the highest rank for total fre-
quency of performance were alphabetic filing by 
name, addressing envelopes, answering telephone, 
folding letters and inserting in envelopes, find-
ing material in file, filling in printed forms, 
handling complaints in office or over telephone, 
typing bills and· invoices, copying from handwriting, 
and figuring and checking invoices. 
!Ibid., P• 128. 
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1 One of the purposes of the study made by Donohue in 1951 
was to survey the occupational opportunities available to youth 
of high school age in the city of Cambridge to determine the 
future occupational needs of students who take t he business 
curriculum. The study was confined to job-activity analysis 
and was lin:i ted to 500 industries of the city of Cambridge to 
determine job activities and types of office machines used. A 
data sheet and check list were used to obtain the information. 
Two hundred forty-seven of the 426 graduates replied. 
The findings of this survey reveal that most of the 
graduates were employed in manufacturing offices, reta i l stores, 
insurance companies, and financial institutions; a high percent-
age of the graduates were required to take pre-employment tests; 
there are many opportunities open to boys; twenty-six boys did 
s·ome type of office work which indicates that they benefited 
from h i gh school business training courses. 
Among the reco~~endations offered for improving the cur-
riculum are the following: some definite system of follow-up 
should be establishe d ; pe rsonality, office manners, and etiquette 
should be inte grate d wi th the office practice course; some revision 
of the English course should be made to give training in letter 
writing and the fundamentals of expression; more boys should be 
advised of possibilities in business work; and all students should 
have an opportunity for practice in using the telephone and in 
receiving callers. 
!Donohue, James Leo, "A Follow-Up Study of the Business 
Gr aduates of 1948-1949 of Cambridge High School, With Implica-
tions for Curriculum Revision," Master's Thesis, Boston 
University, 1951, P• 76. 
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A review of the preceding follow-up studies and the related 
literature clarifies the fact that, for an effective evaluation 
of the clerical practice course of the Somerville High School, 
a large quantity of valuable information can be obtained through 
a follow-up study of the graduates. 
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CHAPTER IV 
PROCEDURES 
The procedures used in this study were as follows: 
1. Permission to make the survey of the graduates of the 
clerical practice course of Somerville High School was secured 
from the Superintendent of Schools and from the Headmaster of 
the High School. 
2. Similar studies were revlewed and abstracted to furnish 
a background for the study. 
3. A survey report was selected as the means of collectlng 
the data. 
4. The instrQment was presented to the members of the 
semlnar at Bos ton University for criticism and suggestions. 
Copies were also presented to the head of the commercial depart-
ment and to the head of the clerical practice course of the 
Somerville High School. 
5. A careful study was made of the suggested improvements, 
and the revised instrument and a letter of transmittal were 
prepared. 
6. A list of the graduates for the years 1952 and 1953 
from the clerical practice department was prepa~ed from the 
permanent record cards in the high school office. 
7• On October 4, 1954, a letter of transmittal, the 
survey report, and a stamped, self-addressed envelope was sent 
~I 
to 417 graduates of the clerical practice department for the 
years 1952 and 1953. 
8. On October 7, 1954, the Somerville Press, a weekly 
newspaper, featured an article explaining in detail the purposes 
of the survey. 
9. On October 18, 1954, a postal card was sent as a 
reminder to the gr aduates who had not returned the forms. 
10. The data obtained from the returned survey reports 
were compiled and tabulated. 
11. The data were analyzed and interpreted. 
12. Summary, conclusions, and recommendations were made 
based upon the findings of the survey. 
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CHAPTER V 
ANALYSIS OF THE DATA 
The survey report was used to obtain information relative 
to t h e type of work which the graduates were doing; the mediums 
through which employment was secur ed; the duties which the 
g r aduates performed in the initial positions in which they were 
employed; the de gree to which t heir high sch ool training had 
been of value to them in the positions held since graduation; 
the number who felt it necessary to further their education; 
t he subjects taken in high school which were of the most value 
to t he graduates in their work; and the indications of job 
sat i sfaction, or job success as determined by the preparation 
received in the clerical practice course. 
The survey report form was sent to 417 graduates of t he 
clerical practice department of the Somerville Hi gh Sch ool for 
t h e years 1952 and 1953. Of this number 227, or 54.4 per cent, 
of the graduates responded to t he survey report. Of t h ese 
respondents, 50 boys reported tha t they were in the armed ser-
vice, and one girl reported that she .. entered t h e convent 
i~mediately upon completion of high school. 
The information obta ined has been summarized in the 
following tables. 
TABLE I 
EMPLO~ffiNT STATUS OF THE GRADUATES AT TI~m OF THE STL~Y 
Status Number 
Working Full Time 134 
Armed Service 50 
Kee p ing House 11 
Work ing Full Time, Attending Sch ool Part Time 9 
Attending School Full Time 8 
Work ing Full Time, Keeping House 4 
Unemployed 4 
Work ing Part Time 3 
Attending School Full Time, Work ing Part Time 2 
Work ing Part Time, Keeping House 1 
Conve n t 1 
Total 227 
Per Cent 
59.1 
22.0 
4.8 
4.0 
3.5 
1.8 
1.8 
1.3 
.9 
.4 
·4 
100.0 
Table I s h ows the status of the respondents at the time the 
survey was made. The class of 1952 received the survey report 
form 28 months after graduation and the class of 1953, 16 months 
after g raduation. For tabulation purposes the responses of the 
50 boy s in the armed service, t h e g irl in the convent, and 5 of 
the graduates who were attending sch ool full time and who had 
never worked were not included in t h e report. The tabulations 
were based on t h e re ports of the remaining 171 respondents. The 
11 who reported that they were keeping house and the 4 who re-
ported that they were unemployed at the time of the study had 
secured e mployment for at least a s h ort period after completion 
of h i gh sch ool. 
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TABLE II 
SOURCES THROUGH WHICH I NITIAL JOBS VffiRE OBTAI1~D 
Source Nu.rnber 
Through Somerville High School 87 
Relative or Friend 36 
Personal Application 24 
Newspaper Advertisement 13 
Agency 9 
Other 2 
Total 171 
Per Cent 
50.9 
21.1 
14.0 
?.6 
5.3 
1.1 
100.0 
The data presented in Table II shows that 50 per cent of the 
respondents received initial positions through the services of 
the Somerville Hi gh Sch ool Placement Service. Relatives or 
friends were responsible for the placement of 21 per cent of the 
graduates, and personal applica tions were used by 14 per cent. 
Ne wspaper advertisements, agencies, and other sources were help-
ful in securing employment for the remaining 13 per cent. The 
task of the school placement s e rvice has been that of assisting 
pupils to select t h e type of work for which they are best fitted 
and to place them with companies which can best use the special 
training , qualifications, or personality of the individual pupils. 
The Pl acement Service at the Somerville High School is under the 
direction of the Head of the Business Education Department. 
TABLE III 
DATES WHEN nurri.AL EMPLOYMENT WAS SECURED BY GRADUATES 
Date Number Per Cent 
Before May, year of graduation 64 37 ·4 
June, year of graduation 62 36.3 
September, year of graduation 32 18 .7 
December, year of graduation 13 7.6 
Total 171 100.0 
The preceding table shows the dates the graduates secured 
their initial employment. One hundred and twenty-six, or 74.7 
per cent, of the respondents were employed by the time they had 
graduated from high school. Of the 64 who reported that they 
had secured employment before May of the graduating year, many 
secured part-time positions during their junior year in high 
school, continued to work part-time after school during their 
senior year, and were automatically given full - time employment 
upon graduating from high school. 
It is interesting to note tha t none of the graduates had 
waited more than five months after graduation to secure employ-
ment. Of the 32 who received employment by September of the 
year of graduation, the majority did not wish to start working 
until the summer season was over . 
As one indication of the adequacy of the training offered 
in the cl erical pra.ctice department, the graduates were asked if 
they had secured additional training since graduation . 
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The following table shows the number of respondents who had 
secured additional training, the school attended, and the field 
of study. 
TABLE IV 
HIGHER SCHOOLS OF LEARNING ATTEriDED BY RESPONDENTS SINCE 
GRADUATION 
School 
Somerville Evening High School 
Boston University 
American Institute of Banking 
Aviation Training School 
Burdett College 
Northeastern University 
Bentley School of Accounting 
Bryant and Stratton 
. Chandler Secretarial Schooi 
International Business Machines School 
Mlckox Secretarial School 
Number Field of Study 
6 Bookkeeping, 
Shorthand, 
English, Office 
Machines 
5 General Educa-
tion, Public 
Relations, 
Shorthand, 
Psychology 
4 General 
Banking 
4 Hostess, 
Aerodynamics 
4 Shorthand 
4 Business 
Administration, 
Engineering 
3 Accounting 
3 Comptometer, 
Shorthand 
3 Stenography, 
Medical 
Secretarial 
3 Key Punching 
2 Shorthand 
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TABLE IV CONTINUED 
HIGHER SCHOOLS OF LEARNING ATTENDED BY RESPONDENTS SINCE 
GRADUATION 
School 
Massachusetts University Extension 
Nevrman Preparatory School 
Boston College 
Boston Comptometer School 
Boston School of Dental Nursing 
Cambridge Conservatory of Music 
Franklin Technical Institute 
Hi gg ins Business School 
Huntington Preparatory School 
Lincoln Preparatory 
Mansfield Beauty Academy 
Medford Evening High School . 
Nursing 
John Robert Powers 
Saint Philip Neri 
Somerville Evening Vocational School 
Stenotype Institute 
Number 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
j_ 
1 
Field of Study 
Bookkeeping, 
Stocks and 
Bonds 
Mathematics, 
Physics 
Social Science 
Comptometer 
Dental Nursing 
Accordion 
Mathematics 
Office Machines 
Economics, 
History 
Mathematics 
Beauty Culture 
Shorthand and 
Typewriting 
Nursing 
Modeling 
Classical 
Automobile 
Repair 
Machine 
Shorthand 
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TABLE IV CONTINUED 
HI GHER SCHOOLS OF LEARNING ATTENDED BY RESPONDE}TTS SINCE 
GRADUATION 
School 
Tilton Academy 
Wentworth 
Total 
----------·-----· ·----
-----·----- ---
Number 
1 
1 
62 
Field of Study 
Academic 
Building 
Construction 
The above table shows that 62 respondents attended 30 
different schools for advanced study since graduating from high 
school. Most of the graduates took courses along the lines of 
business education, such as baru{ing, accounting, shorthand, 
economics, comptometer, and business administration. The fields 
outside of business education included aviation hostess, aero-
dynamics, dental nursing , beauty culture, nursing, automobile 
repair, and modeling. 
Eight of the respondents attended school on a full-time 
basis, and the remaining 54 took courses since graduation 
wh ile being gainfully employed in full-time positions. 
The replies given in answer to the request for information 
concerning the titles of the positions held by the graduates 
in their initial positions is presented in Table v. 
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TABLE V 
TITLES OF FI RST POSITIONS OF GRADUATES 
Title of Position 
General Office Worker 
File Clerk 
Typist 
Clerk Typist 
Bookkeeper 
Secretary 
I. B. M. Operator 
Biller-Typist 
Messenger 
Sales Clerk 
Bookkeeping Machine Operator 
Shipper 
Transcribing Machine Operator 
Junior Clerk 
Mai l Clerk 
Payroll Clerk 
Stockboy 
Switchboard Operator 
Account Checking Clerk 
Ac counts Re ceivable Clerk 
Assembler 
Ban.l{ Teller 
Cashier 
Number 
46 
14 
14 
10 
8 
8 
6 
5 
5 
5 
3 
3 
3 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
Per Cent 
26.9 
8.2 
8.2 
5.8 
4.6 
4.6 
3.5 
2.9 
2.9 
2.9 
1.8 
1.8 
1.8 
1.1 
1.1 
1.1 
1.1 
1.1 
.6 
.6 
.6 
.6 
.6 
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TABLE V CONTINUED 
TITLES OF FTRST POSITIONS OF GRADUATES 
Title of Position Number 
·---·-- ----- -----· ·--·---·---·-·-----
Credit Clerk 
Check Teller 
Comptometer Operator 
Dental Assistant 
Debit Clerk 
Discount Clerk 
Dividend Clerk 
Fire Rate Checker 
Installer Home Appliances 
Junior Underwriter 
Lands cape Gard.ener 
Lithographer 
Loan Clerk 
Office Machines Repair Worker 
Packer 
Paying Teller 
Personal Loan Clerk 
Policy Writer 
Record Clerk 
Research Clerical Wo rker 
Team Girl 
Traffic Clerk 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
Per Cent 
.6 
.6 
.6 
.6 
.6 
.6 
.6 
.6 
.6 
.6 
.6 
.6 
.6 
.6 
.6 
.6 
.6 
.6 
.6 
.6 
.6 
.6 
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TABLE V CONTilraED 
TITLES OF FIRST POS ITIONS OF GRADUATES 
Title of Position 
Truck Driver 
Truck Driver's Helper 
Telephone Ope r ator 
Window Clerk 
Number 
1 
1 
1 
1 
Per Cent 
.6 
.6 
.6 
.6 
Total 171 100.0 
The tabulations in Table V i ndicate that nine of the 
respondents were doing work which differed from the type of 
training included in t heir h i gh school course of study. These 
occupations were listed as asse mbler, dental assistant, installer 
of h ome appliances, .· lands cape · gardene:r:, lithographer , office 
macQines repair work, packer, truck driver, and truck driver ' s 
he l per. Of the 162 graduates who reported that they were doing 
some kind of office work, general office work was listed by 46. 
Fourteen graduates s tated that they were employed as fi le clerks , 
an d 14 listed typist as t heir occupation. Other positions 
l isted included clerk- typist, 10; bookkeeper, 8; secretary , 8; 
International Business M.a chines operator, 6 ; biller-typist;5; 
messenger , 5; and sales clerk , 5. 
The beginning wages (excluding deductions) were included 
in the survey re port which was returned by t he respondents . 
Table VI lists the wages , number reporting, and per cent in 
each wage inte~v.a1 listed. 
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TABLE VI 
BEGINNING WAGES OF GRADUATES I N INITIAL POSITIONS 
Wages 
$30 
- $34 
$35 $39 
$40 - $44 
$45 $49 
*~50 - $54 
$55 - $59 
$60 - $64 
$65 - $69 
$70 ~~74 
$75 - $79 
Total 
---- - - - ·--- ------·---- - ------·-
Total 
77 
62 
23 
5 
1 
0 
1 
1 
0 
1 
171 
Per Cent 
45.0 
36.2 
13.5 
2.9 
.6 
.o 
.6 
.6 
0 
.6 
--- -- ----·--
100.0 
Table VI indicates that 77, or 45 per cent, of the graduates 
were earning $30 - $34 a week excluding deductions~ Sixty-two,· 
or 36.2 per cent, reported wages of $35 - $39 a week. The 
highest salary, $75, and the second highest, $65, wa:r.e reported 
by boys who were employed as truck drivers. The third highes t 
salary, in the $60 - $64 bracket, was recorded by a boy who was 
e mployed as a landscape gardener. The clerical positions were 
all tabulated within the $30 - $54 groupings . 
The information presented by the graduates showing the name 
and address of the company for whi ch they were working was the 
basis for tabulating the types of businesses in which the 
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res pondents were employed in their initial positions . The 
following table presents the various types of businesses 
employing graduates . 
TABLE VII 
TYPES OF BUSINESSES I N ~q iCH THE GRADUATES \¥ERE EMPLOYED 
IN THEIR I NITIAL POSITIONS 
Type of Business Number Per Cent 
--- -· ----
Insurance 41 24 . 0 
Banking 27 15~8 
Manufacturing 22 12 . 8 
Public Utilities 13 ?.5 
Department Store 11 6. 1+ 
Transportation 8 4 . 6 
Automobile Sales 5 2 . 9 
Grocery 4 2. 3 
Cloth ing 3 1.8 
Conf ectionery 3 1. 8 
Distributing 3 1 . 8 
Educational Institution 3 1 . 8 
Finance 3 1 . 8 
Laundry 3 1 . 8 
Automobile Par ts 2 1. 1 
Automobile Rental 2 1 .1 
Government 2 1.1 
Accounting 1 . 6 
Cemetery 1 .6 
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TABLE VII CONTINUED 
TYPES OF BUSINESSES IN WHICH THE GRADUATES WERE EMPLOYED 
IN THEIR INITIAL POSITIONS 
Type of Business Number Per 
Dairy 1 
Engineering 1 
Health Association 1 
Jewelry 1 
Library 1 
Lithography 1 
Lumber 1 
Meat Packing 1 
Professional 1 
Publishing 1 
Retail Hardware 1 
Rubber 1 
Ticket Agency 1 
Tourist Agency 1 
Cent 
.6 
.6 
.6 
.6 
.6 
.6 
.6 
.6 
.6 
.6 
.6 
.6 
.6 
.6 
Total 171 100.0 
As shown in Table VII, 41, or 24 per cent, of the graduates 
were employed in insurance companies. The banking industry 
employed 27, or 15.8 per cent, the manufacturing companies 
employed 22, or 12.8 per cent, public utilities employed 13, 
or 7.5 per cent, and the department stores employed 11 or 
6.4 per cent. 
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The graduates were asked to give the names and addresses 
of the companies in which they were employed in their beginning 
positions, and this list of concerns has been added to the 
Appendix. 
In order to determine the extent to which the training 
received in the clerical practice course was being used in 
initial positions, the respondents were asked to check the type 
of activities they performed in their work. 
Table VIII itemizes the activities reported by the graduates 
in order of frequency. 
TABLE VIII 
ACTIVITIES PERFO::\MED TN FIRST POSITION 
Activities 
----------· -· ----
Using Office Mach ines 
Typewriting 
Filing 
Telephoning 
Handwriting 
Posting Entries 
Recording Entries 
General Bookkeeping 
Messenger Work 
Receptionist 
Stockkeeping 
Pay Roll Work 
Sales Work 
Frequency 
------------------- ·---- -
133 
126 
115 
84 
66 
4o 
38 
31 
29 
28 
24 
13 
10 
35 
f. 
TABLE VIII CONTINUED 
ApTIVITIES PERFOR~~ IN FIRST POSITION 
Activities 
.Switchboard Operat<?r 
Billing 
Shorthand 
Cashier 
Tel l er 
Truck Driver 
Collector 
. Dental Assistant 
Figurer 
Interviewer 
Landscape Gardener 
Lithographer 
Office Nachine Repairing 
pa·cker 
Shipper 
Tube Dispatcher 
- ·- - --
-- · -· --~ -
Frequency 
9 
8 
5 
2 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
The tabulation in Table VIII indicates that using office 
machines was the most freque n t activity l:!.sted by the graduates. 
One hundred and thirty-three respondents indicated that they 
used at least one of the following machines: adding machine, 
comp tometer, calculator, addressograph, International Business 
Machines, cash re gister, photostatic machine, bookkee p ing 
i 
machine, teletypewriter, mailing machine, check perforating 
machine,and micro-filming machine. Typewriting was second in 
frequency, being listed by 126. Other activities given in order 
of frequency were filing by 115, telephoning by 84, handwriting 
~y 66, and posting entries was listed by 40 graduates. 
In order to determine the effectiveness of the training 
offered by the clerical pra.ctice co~rse, the respondents were 
asked to list in the order of importance the three subjects 
taken in high school that were of most value to them in the 
work they had done since leaving high school. Of the 171 
responding to the survey, 166 gave a first choice, 158 gave a 
second choice, and 141 gave a third choice. 
TABLE IX 
HIGH SCHOOL SUBJECTS OF MOST VALUE TO GRADUATES 
IN ORDER OF VALUE 
First Second Third 
Subject Choice Choice Choice 
Typewriting 54 53 19 
Clerical Practice 38 35 4o 
English 40 31 32 
Office Machines 4 14 20 
Bookkeeping 9 9 12 
Filing 14 8 7 
Business Organization 2 3 3 
Law 1 2 3 
Occupations 1 1 2 
Shorthand 1 1 0 
Total 
126 
113 
103 
38 
30 
29 
8 
6 
4 
2 
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TABLE IX C01~I1mED 
HIGH SCHOOL SUBJECTS OF MOST VALtm TO GRADUATES 
IN ORDER OF VALUE 
First · Second Third 
Subject Choice Choice Choice 
Algebra. 1 0 0 
Banking 1 0 0 
Economic Geography 0 0 1 
Handwriting 0 0 1 
Retailing 0 1 0 
Science 0 0 1 
Total 166 158 141 
Total 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
465 
Considering the totals of first, second, and third choices 
of the respondents, typewriting was indicated as the most useful 
subject by 126 graduates. Clerical practice was the total 
choice of 113 graduates, and 103 indicated that Engllsh was 
i mportant. Office machines, bookkeeping, and filing ranked in 
order of frequency of responses in regard to value of subjects 
taken in high school. 
In order to evaluate the training given in the arithmetic 
assignments in the clerical practice course with the actual 
work in arithmetic done on the job, the graduates were asked 
to check the various types of arithmetic which they had performed 
in their work. The statistics are presented in Table X. 
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TABLE X 
USE OF ARITH~~TIC TRAINI NG BY RESPONDENTS TO SURVEY 
Type of Arithmetic 
Percentage 
Decimals 
F'ractions 
Trade Discount 
Bank Discount 
Commission 
Frequency 
79 
67 
52 
36 
32 
29 
Of the 171 respondents replying to the survey report, 115 
checked the use of some form of aritTh~etic in the particular . 
occupation held by the respondent. Of the types of arithmetic 
listed, 79 indicated that they used percentage, 67 indicated 
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that they used decimals, and 52 indicated that they used fractions. 
Trade discount was used by 36, bank discount by 32, and commission 
by 29. 
The graduates were asked to check the kinds of filing 
systems that they had used in their work. This was done to 
dete rmine the relationship between the content of the course 
in filing, which is taught during one quarter of the clerical 
practice course during the junior year, and the use to which it 
is put on the job. An analysis of this data is presented in 
Table XI. 
TABLE XI 
USE OF FILING TRAINING BY RESP01T])ENTS TO SURVEY 
System of Filing 
Alphabetic 
Numeric 
Geographic 
Soundex 
Triple-check 
Frequency 
138 
96 
26 
7 
6 
Of the 171 respondents to the survey report, 1~4 checked 
that they had used one or more of the systems of filing which 
were listed on the survey form. Of the 144 responding to this 
question, 138 indicated that they used alphabetic filing, 96 
used numeric filing, and 26 used geographic filing. Soundex 
was used by 7, and triple-check filing was the least frequent, 
being checked by 6 respondents. 
As a means of securing data regarding the use of office 
machines in initial positions, the graduates were asked to 
state the one machine, other than the typewriter, which they 
were required to use on the job. Table XII presents the 
tabulated data. 
TABLE XII 
GRADUATES' RESPONSES CONCERlH NG THE 01\"'E OFFICE MACBT NE 
OTHER THAN THE TYPEWRITER WHICH WAS USED MOST OFTEN ON 
THE JOB 
Machine Number Per Cent 
Adding Machine 66 53·7 
Comptometer 19 15.5 
Calculator 9 7·3 
Key Punch 9 7·3 
Mimeograph 8 6.5 
Transcribing Machine 3 2.5 
Billing Machine 2 1.6 
Automatic Cashier 1 .8 
Bookkeeping Machine 1 .8 
Micro-film 1 .8 
Photo Copy 1 .8 
Switchboard 1 .8 
Teletype 1 .8 
Vacuum Frame 1 .8 
Total 123 100.0 
Graduates responses, numbering 123, concerning the one 
office machine other than the typewriter which was used most 
often on the job indicated that the adding machine was used by 
66. The comptometer, in second place, was used by 19 respond-
ents. Other machi nes used most often on the job included the 
calculator, key punch machine, mimeograph, transcribing machine, 
and the billing machine. 
The g radua tes were also as ked to list the one machine they 
needed to know in doing their particular job. The results are 
presented in Table XIII. 
TABLE XIII 
GRADUATES' RESPONSES CONCERNI NG THE ONE OFFICE 1ACHINE 
WHICH THEY NEEDED TO KNOW IN DOING THEIR PARTICUL~B JOB 
Machine Number Per Cent 
Typewriter 71 46.7 
Adding Machine 24 15.7 
Comptometer 14 9.2 
Bookkeeping Machine 8 5.2 
International Business Ma chines 8 5.2 
Electric Typewriter 5 3.3 
Iviimeograph 4 2.6 
Billing Mach ine 3 2.0 
Calculator 3 2.0 
Transcribing Machine 3 2.0 
Cash Register 3 2.0 
Addressing Machine 2 1.3 
Mail Machine 1 
·7 
Micro-i'ilm 1 
·7 
Switchboard 1 
·7 
Vacuum Frame 1 
·7 
Total 152 100.0 
According to t h e results tabulated in Table XIII, the one 
machine that the respondent needed to know in order to do his 
particular job was the typewriter, used by 71 graduates. 
Other machines in order of frequency included the adding 
machine , comptometer, bookkeeping machine, International 
Business Machines, electric typewriter, and the mimeograph . 
In order to make suggestions for the improve ment of the 
course content in clerical pract ice, the graduates were asked 
to list the subjects or knowledges whi ch they felt should have 
been taught or g iven more emphasis in their high school course. 
The following table contains the suggestions given by the 
respondents. 
TABLE XIV 
SUBJECTS OR KNO~~EDGES GRADUATES FELT SHOULD HAVE 
BEEl TAUGHT OR GIVEN MORE EMPHASIS IN THEIR RIGH 
SCHOOL COURSE 
Sugges ted Course Frequency 
Bookkeeping Ma chines 
International Business :Machines 
Use of Telephone 
Intervie 1ing 
Speech 
Care of Typewriter 
Electric Typewriter 
Comp tometer 
Making Le g i ble Corrections 
Office Procedure 
6 
6 
6 
4 
4 
3 
3 
2 
2 
2 
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TABLE XIV CONTI1TUED 
SUBJECTS OR KNOWLEDGES GRADUATES FELT SHOULD HAVE 
BEEN TAUGHT OR GIVEN MORE EMPHASIS IN THEIR HIGH 
SCHOOL COURSE 
Suggested Course Frequency 
Switchboard Operation 
Business English 
Business Letter Writing 
Es tablishing Office Filing System 
More Pay Roll Work 
Modern Transcribing Machines 
Recapitulation Sheet 
Touch Ope ration 10-Key Adding Machine 
Work Organization 
Salesmanship 
Simplified Course in Double Entry Bookkeeping 
Total 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
50 
Fifty res pondents listed courses and knowledges that they 
thought could have been offered or given more emphasis at 
Somerville High School. The bo okkeepin·g machine, International 
Business Ma chines, and the use o~ the telephone had the highest 
frequency rating, each being listed by 6 respondents. Other 
topics in order of fre quency included interviewing, speech, 
care of the typewriter, and the electric typewriter. 
The graduate s were asked to ~ist the subjects which were 
not offe r ed, or which were not taken during attendance at 
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Somerville High School, for which they have since felt a need. 
Table XV lists the subjects t hat were g iven by 72 res pondents. 
TABLE XV 
SUBJECTS MITCH ~~RE NOT OFFERED , OR ~lliiCH ~~RE NOT 
TAKEN DURING ATTENDANCE AT S011ERVII•LE HI GH SCHOOL, 
FOR V~IICH GRADUATES HAVE SINCE FELT A N~~D 
Subject Frequency 
Shorthand 
Bookkeeping 
*International Business Machines 
Algebra 
Languages 
Speech 
Electric Typewriter 
Highe r Ma the matics 
Bookkeeping Machine 
1.:-More Extensive Business Law Course 
Following Directions 
General Education 
Dress and Office Etiquette 
~*'Interviewing 
Mechanical Drawing 
Medical Terminology 
Penmanship 
Physics 
Salesmanship 
*Speedwriting 
33 
6 
4 
3 
3 
3 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
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TABLE XV CONTINUED 
SUBJECTS WHICH ~~RE NOT OFFERED, OR ~RICH ~~RE NOT 
TAKEN DURING ATTENDANCE AT SOMERVILLE HIGH SCHOOL, 
FOR WHICH GRADUATES HAVE SINCE FELT A NEED 
Subject Frequency 
Spelling 1 
Stocktaking 1 
-:~Switchboard Operation 1 
Telephone Manners 1 
Total 72 
The starred (-:~) subjects v;ere not taught in any of the 
curriculums offered at Somerville High School at the time of 
the study. Some of the topics listed, including following 
directions, dress and office etiquette; penmanship, spelling, 
medical terminology, stocktaking, and telephone manners were 
not taught as separate courses but were incorporated in other 
outlines of study, such as, English, clerical practice, and 
physiology. 
In general, Inte rnational Business Machines, other than 
the typewriter, are not taught in any high school due to the 
excessive cost of the machinery and the fact that this company 
operates the use of the machines on a rental basis. 
Since the purpose of this survey was to determine the 
effectiveness of the Somerville High School clerical practice 
course and to improve its content, suggestions were sought 
from the graduates for improving the business curriculum. 
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Several of the graduates responded to this question on the 
survey report form. The answers were varied, but the general 
opinion of the majority could be stm~ed up in the statements 
of five of the graduates: 
"Clerical practice was a very good business course. 
It helped me very much in my position." 
11 I think that Somerville High School offers one of 
the best clerical courses. Therefore" I do not 
have any suggestions for improvement.' 
"I have done well with my education and do not feel 
the school lacks anything, but by far supersedes 
most business educational training." 
"Your course is complete and well organized. Keep 
up the good work." 
"I feel that Somerville .High School offers more in 
this particular field than .any school--that is, 
from talking with girls of different schools." 
Although the majority stated they were well qualified to 
fill their initial jobs after graduation from Somerville High 
School, 74 respondents offered criticisms and suggestions 
for the improvement of the business education department. 
From the compiled data submitted by these graduates, 
the following table lists the suggestions in order of their 
frequency. 
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TABLE XVI 
SUGGESTIONS FOR I MPROVEMENT OF BUSINESS EDUCATION PROGRAM 
Suggestion Frequency 
More work on business machine~ 9 
More business En glish and correspondence 7 
Every girl s h ould have one year of shorthand 7 
Oral speak ing 6 
More work on bookkeeping machine 5 
Spelling 4 
Use of telephone 3 
More extensive course in occupations 2 
Install electric typewriters 2 
More instruction in insurance an d banking 2 
Vocabulary 2 
Project of office work 2 
I mportance of I nternational Business Machi nes 2 
Accuracy in typewriting 2 
Bookkee p ing 1 
Mor e work on transcribing machine 1 
Set up e n tire pay roll 1 
Graduates have several job interviews before mak ing 1 
a decision 
Purchase of modern machines 1 
Let students specialize last two quarters on machines 1 
they like best 
TABLE XVI CONT i l\TUED 
SUGGESTIONS FOR IMPROVEMENT OF BUSI NESS EDUCATION PROGRAM 
Suggestion 
Business organization could be omitted from course 
of study 
Penmanship 
Group discussions on current problems 
Emphasis on general education 
More business mathematics 
Basic course in psychology and sociology 
Students should assume weight of responsibility for 
homework 
More preparation for Civil Service jobs 
Field trips to local me rcantile and industrial 
compan:les 
Course in office etiquette 
Use of photostatic mach:ine 
Every pupil should take one foreign language 
Switchboard training 
Total 
Frequency 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
74 
The data presented in Table XVI indicates that more work 
on business machines was the suggestion of 9 respondents. More 
instruction in business English and correspondence was the 
suggestion of 7 and a total of 7 sugge sted that every girl 
should .have one year of shorthand. However, research indicates 
that shorthand should be given for a period of at least a year 
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and a h alf to two years to insure proficiency. A course in 
oral speaking was t h e suggestion of 6 respondents, and 5 
g radua tes suggested that more work should be g iven on the 
bookkeeping machine. 
In Chapter VI the findings are summarized and recom-
mendations are made for the improvement of the clerical 
practice course. 
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CHAPTER VI 
SUMMARY OF Fil\TDINGS AND RECOTv'lMENDATIONS 
Summary of Findings 
This study was made to determine the effectiveness of the 
clerical practice department of the Somerville High School and 
to determine the duties most frequently performed by the grad-
uates, with i mplications for curriculum revision. A survey was 
used to comp ile the data used in the tabulations. 
The findings relating to the work experiences of these 
graduates were as follows: 
1. Of the 417 questionnaires which were sent to the 1952 
and 1953 graduates of the clerical practice department of the 
Somerville High School, 227, or 54.1+ per cent, replied. Of 
this number, 50 boys were in a branch of the armed service, 
one g irl was in a convent, and five graduates were attending 
sch ool full time and had never worked. These 56 respondents 
were not included in the tabulated reports. The data, there-
fore, were based on the replies of 171 respondents. 
2. In reply to an inquiry as to the source through which 
initial jobs were obtained, 50.9 per cent of the graduates 
obtained e mployment through the services of the Somerville High 
School Placement Service. Relatives or friends were responsible 
for securing positions for 21.1 per cent and personal applica-
tions were made by 14.0 per cent. Newspaper advertisements, 
~ ., tnn Univ~rt) 
Scttool ot Educ- tiOQ 
Ubrary ..- · 
, 
agencies, and other sources were responsible for securing posi-
tions for the remaining 14.0 per cent. 
3· The data indicated that 37.4 per cant of the respond-
ents secured work ~afore May of the year of graduation and 36.3 
per cent secured employment in JUne, the year of graduation. 
The remaining 26.3 per cent had obtained work before December 
of the year of gradua~ion. · 
4• Sixty-two respondents, or 36.3 per cent, attended 30 
different schools for advanced study • . Most of the graduates 
took courses along the lines of business education, such as, 
banking, accounting, shorthand, economics, comptomete~and 
business administration. The fields outside of business educa-
tion included aviation hostess, aerodynami~s, dental nursing, 
beauty culture, nursing, automobil~ repair, and modeling . 
5. In their beginning positions , 26.9 per cent of the 
graduates were classified as general office workers, 8.2 per 
cent as file . clerks, 8 .2 per cent as typists, and 5.8 per cent 
as clerk typists. Nine of the respondents were doing work wh ich 
differed from t h e type of training included in their high school 
course of study. These occupations were listed as assembler, 
dental assistant, installer of home appliances, l andscape 
gardener, lithographer, office machines repair work, packer, 
truck driver, and truck driver's helper . 
6. The beginning salaries of the 171 respondents ranged 
from ~~30.00 per week to $75.00 per week, without deductions. 
Forty-five per cent received $30.00 - $34.00 per week and 36.2 
per cent reported wages of $35.00 - $39.00 per week. 
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7• At the time of the study about one fourth of the grad-
uates we re employed in insurance companies. Baru{S employed 15.8 
per cent, manufactur~ng concerns employed 12.8 per cent, public 
utilities employed 7.5 per cent and department stores employed 
6.4 per cent. 
8. The ten most frequently performed activities were 
tabulated as using office machines, typewriting, filing , tele-
phoning, handwriting, posting entries, recording entries, using 
t he comptometer, general bookke eping, and doing messenger work. 
9. According to the responses, typewriting was the most 
helpful subject f~r 126 of the graduates, cle rical practice for 
113, English for 103, and office machines for 38. 
10. Of the 171 respondents replying to the survey report, 
115 used some form of arithmetic in their particular occupations. 
Percentage was used most frequently, and the other forms ' in order 
of frequency were fractions, trade discount, bank discount, and 
commission. 
11. One hundred and forty-four respondents indicated that 
they used one or more of t he s ystems of filing which we re listed 
on t he survey form, and 138 indicated that t hey had used ,alpha-
betic filing, 96 used nume ric filing, and 26 used geographic 
filing . Soundex was used by 7 respondents, and triple-ch eck by 
6 res pondents. 
12. The responses from the g raduates indicated that the one 
ma chi ne other t h an t he t ypewriter which was used most often on 
t he job was the adding mach ine, which was used by 66 of the 123 
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respondents to this question. The comptometer was listed by 19. 
Other machines used included the calculator, key puncJ;., mi!tleo-
graph, transcribing machines, and the billing machine. 
13. Seventy-one graduates stated that the typewriter was 
the one machine that they needed to know in order to do the 
particular job in which they· were employed. The adding machine 
was i ndicated by 24 graduates, and the other machines listed 
in order of frequency were the comptometer, b~okkeeping machine, 
International Business Machines, electric typewriter, and the 
mimeograph. 
14. More work on the bookkeeping machine and the Inter-
national Business Machines and t he use of the telephone were 
three areas which the graduates thought could have been tau~~t 
or given more emphasis in their high school course. Other 
topics listed were interviewing, speech, care of the typewriter, 
and electric typewriter • . 
15. In reply to a question concerning the subjects which 
were not offered, or which were not taken, during attendance at 
Somerville High School for wh ich graduates have since felt a 
need, 33 indicated the use of shorthand, 6 listed bookkeeping, 
4 listed Inte rnational Business machines, and 3 each listed 
algebra, languages, and speech. 
16. The majority of the graduates felt that the training 
in the clerical practice course at Somerville High School was 
adequate for office preparation. More work on business machines 
was suggested by 9 graduates, and more business English and 
correspondence was suggested by 7. Every girl should have one 
year of shorthand was the opinion of 6 respondents, and more 
work on the bookkeeping machine was the suggestion of 5 grad-
uates. 
Recommendations for Improving the Curriculum 
The following recommendations are based on the findings 
of the study: 
1. As high school training is terminal education for 
about 65 per cent of the clerical practice graduates , every 
effort should be made on the part .of the teachers to keep 
abreast of the times in teaching new techniques as they are 
introduced or used in business. 
2. Since the data indicate.d that 24 per cent of the grad-
uates secured employment in insurance firms and 15.8 per cent 
secured employment in banks, it is recommended that more time 
be spent on arithmetic required by these two types of business. 
Extra time might also be devoted in business organization, a 
subject included in the senior year program, to the establish-
ment, operation, and functions of insurance companies and banks. 
J. Typewriting, being listed as the most helpful subject 
to graduates, should include practice and training on the 
electric typewriter. Every senior should have an opportunity 
to use an electric typewriter for a period of time during the 
senior year of instruction. It is recommended that one of the 
six typewriting rooms at the S?merville High School be equipped 
with electric typewriters so that more of the seniors will have 
an opportunity to · become familiar with the operation of electric 
typewriters. 
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4. The use of .the telephone and the proper techniques of 
handling incoming and outgoing calls should be taught in the 
clerical practice course, as this activity ranked fourth in 
frequency of performance by the graduates . 
5. Although penmanship is not taught as a separate sub-
ject, every effort should be made in the classroom to have the 
pupils write legibly. The findings indicated that handwriting 
was an activity which ranked fifth in performance. 
6. The course of study in arithmetic in the clerical 
practice course should be continued as more than 60 per cent 
of the graduates indicated that some fo r m of this work was 
needed in business. 
7• As indicated by the graduates, alp~abetic filine was 
the most frequently used method. Stress should also be placed 
on numeric and geographic systems . · Soundex and triple-check 
was not used to any extent by the graduates who responded to 
the study, and therefore the course of study in this area could 
be reduced to a minimum. 
8. All of the machines taught in the senior year in the 
clerical practice course were used to some extent by the grad-
uates and should continue to be stressed. However, it was 
suggested by several graduates that more work be given on the 
bookkeeping machine. 
Recommendations for Further Study 
1. A study should be made of the opinions of employers 
concerning the effectiveness of the graduates of the clerical 
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practice department of the Somerville Hign School. A comparison 
of the data obtained from an employer survey with the data 
secured from this employee survey should yield more valid informa-
tion than this study alone can provide. 
2. A similar study should be conducted periodically in 
order to adapt the course content to the changes which occur. 
This type of study can be invaluable to the teacher in deter-
mining the subject matter to be stressed in the courses. 
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APPENDIX 
THE HIGH SCHOOL 
SOMERVILLE 43, MASSACHUSETTS 
ALBERT H. GIROUX, HEADMASTER 
October 4, 1954 
Dear 
You are in a position to render a real service to 
your Alma Mater and · to the present and future students of 
the Clerical Practice Department of the Somerville High 
School. 
The purpose of this study is to show the relation-
ship between the training offered in the Clerical Practice 
Department and the actual jobs filled by our graduates. 
This study includes Lj.l7 graduates of the Somerville 
High School who majored in clerical practice for the two 
years 1952 and 1953. Only through the combined efforts of 
all of these -graduates will this study be a success. You 
can do your part· by filling "in the enclosed survey report 
form and returning it to me. 
No names will be used in any report made on the 
basis of this survey. 'All information received will appear 
in tabulated form orily. Your name will not be used except · 
as a means of checking the return of the survey report form, 
so please feel free to answer questions frankly. 
· Yotir prompt reply will be very much appreciated. 
A stamped, self-addressed envelope is enclosed for your 
convenience. 
Please check and return your questionnaire today. 
Sincerely yours, 
. _., · ., ·n UniversttJ 
·:.'--; 1ool of Ed o.n-4~~o~~~~,~• 
Ub.ral)( .---~-
Kennedy 
High School · 
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Name 
A SURVEY OF THE CLERICAL PRACTICE GRADUATES 
OF THE SOMERVILLE HIGH SCHOOL, 1952 AND 1953 
Class of 
·-------
Address Married 
-----·-·--- ··- -- ---------------------- -----
1. Please list colleges, business sch ools, evening sch ools, etc., 
attended since g raduation from h i gh school. 
p ollege 9~ Scho~l Attended Dates Attended Field of Stud~ 
a. 
b. 
------- -
2. Check (V) what you are doing at p resent. 
a Work ing fi1ll time 
b---work ing part time 
c~Attending sch ool part time 
d Attending school full time 
a- - unemployed 
f _Keeping house 
3. Check (/) means by which y ou s e cured your first job . 
a Through h i gh school 
b---Relative or friend 
c:==Newspaper ad 
d Agency 
a---Personal Application 
f--Other 
------------·----------4. Check (v) when you secured firs t job. 
a Before May, 19 __ • 
b- June, 19_ . 
c Sep tember, 19 • 
d · December, 19 --. 
5. List, in order, positions held since graduating from high school. 
Job 1. Dates 
Name of Firm Address From To 
Job 2. 
-- -- · ------ -
----
6. For each of ab ove jobs, list t he name of position, and be g inning 
a nd h i ghest s a l a ry (before deductions). 
Job 1. 
Position Be g inni ng Salary-Hi gh est Salary 
Job 2. 
-------------------------------------------------------~-
7. Check (I) duties pe rformed in first permanent job h e ld after 
h i gh sch ool. 
a Filing 
b---Typing 
c--Handwriting 
d--Telephoning 
e---Stockkeep ing 
f --Messenger work 
g--Sal e s work 
h Du pl i cating or Mi me ographing 
! ___ Transcribing mach ine 
j Comptometer 
k- -Other machines 
l==:General bookke~e~p7i_n_g ____ __ 
m Recording entries 
n- --Posting e n tries 
o---Payroll work 
p--Receptionist 
CI,__ Other work 
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8. List in the order of importance the three subjects taken "in high 
school which have been of most value to you in your work. 
1 2 _____ 3__________________ ------
9. Have you found t h at you needed the arithmetic trainin~ that you 
had in the Clerical Practice course? If so, please specify. 
a. Fractions 
b.--Decimals 
c._ Percentage 
d. Commission 
e.--- Trade Discount 
f. --- Bank Interest and Discount 
10. Have you ever used any one of the following systems of filing? 
a. Al-ohabetic 
b.-- Numeric 
c._ Geographic 
d. Soundex 
e.---Triple-check 
11. Wnat one machine, other than the typewriter, have you found it 
necessary to use more often on the job? 
12. w~at one machine have you needed to know in doing your 
particular job? _____ __ _ 
13. If you received trainfng on the JOb which you feel could have 
been acquired in school, please list the specific duties which 
you feel should have been taught in school. 
-- ------ ---· --- ---·-·--- --- . --- - - -- -- - - - -
lLI-• List any subjects wh ich were not offered, or which you did not 
take during attendance -at Somerville High School, for which you 
have since felt a need. 
- --- -- --~- ---- ·------ -- - --- ·-~~ 
15. As a result of your work experience, do you have any sug gestions 
for the i mprovement of the business education program at 
Somerville Hi gh School? 
- ---- ----- - - -- --- -· --
- ------ - - - ---- - -- --
SOMERVILLE JOURNAL 
.THURSDAY, OCTOBER 7,1954 
· S.H.S .. Clerical 
Graduates Asked (1 o Aid Survey 
I Last Moiiday, questionnaires 
1 
were sent" t o 417 graduates of the 
Clerical Practice Department of 
the Somerville High school for . 
the years 1952 and 1953. 
The purpose of this survey and 
job analysis is to determine how 
well the Clerical .Practice~ course 
of the business education curricu-
: lum of .the high schooj hac:fin·e-
1 pared the graduates for ·their ini-
: tial jobs, and to study the im-
1 plications of the findings for the 
' purpose of determining . the suc-
cess of these graduates .in busi-
1 
ness positions. · ·. : . 
· · No names will' be. used in any 
. report ·made on the basis of this · 
1 survey . . All inforn,a~iO.n recei\red 
I
I will appear in ta_ bulated form 
only. · • .... 
1 A self-addressed, stamped en-
1 vclope was enclosed with each 
!
letter. The graduates who re-
ceived these questionnaires were 
asked to complete them and re-I tul'll them to Kathryn A. Ken-
nedy of the Somervijle High 
school faculty. 
Graduates will be asked to list 
in the orde1· of importance the 
. th ree subjects taken jn high 
I school 'which have been · been Of 
; most value to them "ii1 their work, 
1 to indicate ,any subjects which 
I w-ere not offered. or which they did . not take, for · which they 
have since felt a ne.ed, and to 
offer· suggestions for the im-
provement of the business educa-
tion program at Somerville High 
1 
school . -
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FOLLOW-UP POSTAL CARD 
October 18, 1954 
The Somerville High Sch ool would appreciate the 
return of the ques tionnaire which was sent to you on 
October 4. 
Your response to this reques t will be of value 
to present and future students. 
Sincerely yours, 
~ Kathryn A. Kennedy 
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FIRMS EMPLOYING CL ~RICAL PRACTICE GRADUATES SINCE GRADUAT ION 
Company 
Ame rican Discount Corporation 
Ameri can Mutual Liability Insurance Company 
American Nickeloid Company 
Anders on-Nichols & Co. 
Anderson Trucking Service 
Arrow Armatures Company 
Atlantic Excelsior Company, Inc. 
Atl a s Paper Company 
B & S Laundry, Inc. 
Belotti, Victor, Inc. 
Blue Cross and Blue Shield 
Boston Edison Company 
Boston Globe 
Bos t on Insurance Company 
Bos ton Motor Parts Company 
Boston I'.1utual Life Insurance Company 
Boston Woven Hose & Rubber Co. 
Brigham 's Inc. 
Broadway Hardware Company 
Brockway-Smi th-Haigh-·Lovell Company 
Brunsene Company 
Cac1bridge Gas Light Company 
Carter's Ink Company 
Central Scientific Company 
Century Metalcraft Corporation 
Clayton Securities Corpora tion 
Colpitts Tourist Company 
Consolidated Paper Box Company 
Deran Confe ctionery Company, Inc . 
DeVincent Ford Sales, Inc. 
Dodge , F . W., Corporation 
Dorran Manufacturing Company 
Dun & Bradstreet, Inc. 
Eas tern Overall Service 
Elliott Addressing Machine Company 
Employers• Group Insurance Company 
Employers' Liability Assurance Corp., Ltd. 
Fairfie ld & Ellis 
Family Loan Corporation of Massachusetts 
Fe deral Reserve Bank of Boston 
Location 
Boston 
Boston 
Boston 
Boston 
Some rville 
Boston 
Charlestown 
Somerville 
Cambridge 
Somerville 
Boston 
Bos ton 
Boston 
Boston 
Boston 
Boston 
Ca.mbridge 
Cambridge 
Somerville 
Charlestown 
Watertown 
Cambridge 
Cambridge 
Cambridge 
Cambridge 
Boston 
Boston 
Somerville 
Cambridge 
Cambridge 
Bos ton 
Charlestown 
Boston 
Somerville 
Cambridge 
Boston 
Bos ton 
Boston 
Somerville 
Boston 
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FIRMS EMPLOYING CLERICAL PRACTICE GRADUATES SINCE GRADUATION 
CONTHIDED 
Company 
Filene's, William, Sons Company 
Fireman's Fund Insurance Company 
First 1Tational Bank of Boston 
First National Stores, Inc. 
Freeman, Gilbert, Inc. 
Gem Jewelers Inc. 
Gilchrist Company 
Globe Ticket Company of New England 
Goodrich, B. F., Company 
Griswold, E. H. & Co. 
Hancock, John, Mutual Life Insurance Company 
Hardware Mutual Casualty Company 
Harvard University 
Harvey Produce Company, Inc. 
Has tings, A. W. & Co., Inc. 
Home Indemnity Company 
Home Insurance Company 
Hood, H. P. & Sons 
Hood Rubber Company 
Houghton Mifflin Company 
House of Bianchi 
Hyde Shoe Company 
Indemnity Insurance Company of North America 
Industrial Technical Schools 
International Paper Company 
Jerguson Gage & Valve Co. 
Jordan Marsh Company 
Ke mp , E. F., Corporation 
Kenmore Pharmacy 
Kramer, Peter, & Son, Inc. 
Lehigh Metal Products, Inc. 
Leopold Morse Company 
Lewis-Shepard Products, Inc. 
Liberty Mutual Insurance Company 
Litho Composition & Plate Co. 
Lumbermen's Mutual Casualty Company 
Mades, M. M., Co., Inc. 
Massachusetts, Commonwealth of 
Massachusetts General Hospital 
1\'Iassachusetts Institute of Technology 
Location 
Boston 
Boston 
Boston 
Somerville 
Boston 
Somerville 
Boston 
Boston 
Somerville 
Boston 
Boston 
Boston 
Cambridge 
Boston 
Somerville 
Boston 
Boston 
Charlestown 
VJa te rtoVIn 
Cambridge 
Boston 
Cambridge 
Boston 
Boston 
Somerville 
Somerville 
Bos ton 
Somerville 
Boston 
Somerville 
Somerville 
Boston 
Watertown 
Boston 
Boston 
Boston 
Somerville 
Boston 
Boston 
Cambridge 
FIRMS EMPLOYING CLERICAL PRACTICE GRADUATES SINCE GRADUATION 
CONTINUED 
Company 
Mayo , William F., Company 
Melpar, Inc .• 
Metropolitan Coal Company 
Metropolitan Life Insurance Company 
Metropolitan Service, Inc. 
Middlesex County National Bank 
Middlesex County, Re gis try of Deeds 
Modern Specialties, Inc. · 
Mutual Boiler & Machinery Insurance Co. 
National Research Corporation 
National Shawmut Bank 
New England Fire Insurance Rating As sociation 
New England Gas Products, Inc. 
New England Mutual Life Insurance Company 
New England Provi.sion Company, Inc. 
New England Telephone & Telegraph Co . 
Ne1 England Trading Company 
New England Trust Company 
O' Donnell , John J., Inc. 
O'Reilly, J. P., Inc. 
Pasik Bros . 
Phoenix Indemnity Company 
Pierce , s. s., Company 
Plymouth Rock Transportation Company 
Polaroid Corporation 
Price Bros . Co. 
Publix Food Markets, Inc. 
R K 0 Ke ith Memorial Theatre 
Raytheon Manufacturing Company 
Regis, Ernest G., Dr. 
Reo Motors, II}C. 
Robie, R. s., Inc. 
Robinson Clay Product Company 
St . Michael 's Cemetery Association 
Sancta Maria Hospital 
Schrafft, w. F. & Sons Corporation 
Sears Roebuck and Company 
Somerville Buick , Inc. 
Somerville , City of, Public Works Department 
Somerville Nat ional Bank 
Location 
Boston 
Watertown 
Boston 
Cambridge 
Cambridge 
Somerville 
Camb ridge 
Cambridge 
Boston 
Cambridge 
Boston 
Boston 
Charlestown 
Boston 
Boston 
Boston 
Boston 
Boston 
Cambridge 
Somerville 
Somerville 
Boston 
Boston 
Cambridge 
Cambridge 
Charlestown 
Somerville 
Boston 
Waltham 
Charlestown 
Bo s t on 
Boston 
Boston 
Boston 
Cambridge 
Charlestown 
Boston 
Somerville 
Somerville 
Somerville 
68 
r, 
I 
FIRMS El\'IPLOYING CLERICAL PRACTICE GRADUATES SINCE GRADUATION 
CONTINUED 
Company 
Somerville Public Library 
Stop & Shop, Inc . 
Sylvania Electric Products , Inc . 
Thompson- Winchester Company , Inc. 
Tuck's Department Store · 
U-Dryvit Auto Rental Co., Inc. 
Union Central Life Insurance Company 
United-Carr Fastener Corporation 
United States Fidelity & Guaranty Co. 
United States Government, Army Department 
United States Trust Company 
University Motor Sales 
Wasco Flashing. Company 
Weathermaster of Boston, Inc . 
Welch, H. P. Company · 
Vlhite, R. H., Corporation 
Winter Hill Federal Savings & Loan Association 
Woolworth, F. w. , Company 
Location 
Somerville 
Cambridge 
Woburn 
Boston 
Somerville 
Boston 
Boston 
Cambridge 
Boston 
Boston 
Boston 
Cambridge 
Cambridge 
Boston 
Somerville 
Boston 
Somerville 
Somerville 
